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Female executive fills Corrick job
Haimowitz on drinking
fforts to raise the drinking age in Florida
to 21 drew a large response from college
students in the Capitol this week, includ
ing Student Government Λssn. president B. J.
Haimowitz. Quoted in the January 11 issue of
The Florida Times-Union, Haimowitz took a
stand in favor of stopping the legislative bill and
vows to follow up any effort to get the issue on
the Nov. ballot.

E

Professor gets grant
illiam Roach, associate professor of
communications and journalism, was
notified last week by mail and phone
that he was the recipient of a $1000 International
Association of Business Communicators (IABC)
Foundation grant There are only three interna
tional grants in each of different field, according
to Roach, who said his area is public relations
planning.
Roach must produce an annotated bibliogra
phy for the 1ABC conference in San Francisco in
June but says this will be no difficulty as he has
completed 18 of 23 chapters of a book he happens
to be writing on the subject.

W

Shakespeare auditions set
nyone interested in auditioning for a part
Suzanne Teate of UNF is specialist on the time in our lives.
in the upcoming play, As You Like It, au
thored by the Bard of Avon, may contact
the Theatre Arts Program at extension 2960. Au
ditions are scheduled for Mon. and Tues., Janu
ary 30 and 31 at 7:30 p.m. in the Theatre 14 an
nex. Experience is not necessary, according to a
notice from the College of Arts and Sciences.
Dr. James Thomas, associate professor of
theatre arts, will direct the play.

A

BOR ∕FSA convening here

Foundation Board elects
Jacobs chairman for ,84

By Candi Preston
Spinnaker News Editor
appy hour at the Boathouse on Thurs
day, January 26 will be open to all stu
'Γhe UNF Foundation board has re
dents and wi∣l feature the 15 members of
cently elected Arthur I. (Buddy) Jacobs
the Florida Board of Regents and the presidents
of the law firm, Jacobs, Mullin & Blan
of student governments and other members of
ton. as chairman for 1984.
the Florida Student Assn. The latter is an organi
Jacobs, a resident and practicing at
zation representing all nine state-supported uni
torney from Fernandina Beach, is well
versities. This event begins at 6 p.m. and ends at
known in art and legal circles.
10 p.m. There will be live musical entertainment
He αiso has a reputation as a success
ful fund-raiser.
as weii
Other events, including a bar-b-cue, will be
During Jacobs Ursi term as chairman
held during the three-day convention of these
of the Florida Fine Arts Council in 1976,
two organizations at CNF.
the budget was $300,000. By 1980 he had
increased that budget to $1.3 million.
One of the goals of the UNF Founda
tion under Jacob’s leadership is to raise
$250,000 during 1984.
argaret Ross Tolbert, whose works are
Jacobs successfully lobbied in 1978 for
on exhibit in the University Gallery un
an "Art in Public Places” bill which man
til mid-February will give a public lec
dated that of the monies appropriated for
ture Tuesday, January 24 at noon in the Gallery.
public buildings, one-half of one percent
The lecture is open to the public.
must be set aside to purchase works of

H

Artist to lecture

M

art for the building.
He was appointed to the National Arts
Council in 1980 by the Carter administra
tion
Citing his involvement with the Nation
al Arts Council, the Florida Fine Arts
Council, the Ringling Art Museum in Sar
asota and the Southern Arts Federation,
the Arts Assembly in Jacksonville
awarded Jacobs the Florida Amabasssador of the Arts Award. The award is
niwn for nut andina rnntrih∏tiθΠS tθ the
Μ-»-....... —“O '■**“*•---arts in Jacksonville.
According to a Florida Times Union
story dated November 23, 1980, Jacobs
credits his involvement in the arts to Su
zanne Teate, recently appointed by Pres
ident Curtis L. McCray to an abbreviated
term in the capacity of vice president of
university relations at UNF.
In that article Jacobs was quoted as
See JACOBS, page 2

Photo bv Jim Crosby, Photo editor

By Jocelyn W. Griffo
Sp..⅞naker Managing Editor
Suzanne Teate is a woman who
appears to be having the time of
her life and, in fact, has written a
manual for women who live multi
ple roles titled The Time of My
Life.
Teate is filling the gap between
the University of Nortlt Florida’s
vice presidents of university rela
tions, and is termed “special con
sultant to the president” by UNF
President Curtis L. McCray. For
mer Vice President George C. Cornck’s resignation became effective
Dec. 31, 1983 and Dr. Thomas E.
Quinlan, recently appointed to the
post, will not relocate to Jackson
ville until March 1.
Her role may last only six
months but the attractive, slender
executive doesn’t seem to mind.
camé io ihe university be
cause it’s really an exciting place
to be,” she said. “Certainly the
president [McCray] has made such
a sincere and terrific attempt to
reach out to the community.”
She was referring to programs
such as the recent Lorin Hollander
performance, which was successSee TEATE. page 2
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Jacobs elected chairman
of the UNF Foundation.

A.C. Sinclair, outgoing chairman of the UNF Foundation.

From page 1

Arthur I. Jacobs takes the reins of the UNF Foundation for 1984

saying, "If Suzanne hadn’t grabbed me in
the old Capitol building [in Tallahassee]
one day [in 1976], I probably wouldn’t be
very involved with the arts at all. She
said, ‘Isn’t it a shame we don’t have any
art for the new [Capitol] building.’” A
committee was formed to raise funds to
place two 9- by 17- foot murals in the new
state Capitol building.
Other officers elected to the 1984 Foun
dation board include: Francis I. duPont
III, president of Southeast Bank of Jack
sonville as president elect, Walter Moore,

president and CEO of Unijax, Inc. as vice
president for special projects, Mrs. Pam
Paul as vice president for financial de
velopment, James Rice, vice president of
the Seaboard System Railroads as vice
president of programs and Conrad Weih
nacht, president of C.W.C., Inc. as vice
president of facilities.
.Jacobs is succeeding Alford C. Sinclair,
senior vice president and president of the
Jacksonville region of Atlantic National
Bank of Florida as chairman of the UN F
Foundation board.

Students named by UNF
to 50th fWbo,s Who’ ranks Teate blends business, art
Will appear in August, 1984 edition
By Shannon Cotton
Spinnaker Staff Writer

Thirty-five University of North Florida
students will bring honor to themselves
and to their school this August when
their names will appear in the 1984 edi
tion of Who’s Who Among Students in
American Universities and Colleges.
Published each year since 1934, the di
rectory lists the names of outstanding
students from more than 1,500 institu
tions of higher learning in the United
States and several foreign countries.
Last year 1,204 students were featured
from Florida’s 48 colleges and universi
ties. Jacksonville University will have 25
students Usted this year, Florida Junior
College is not eligible for the list since
the directory only lists upper level and
graduate students.
The directory was originated by Pe tus Randall, an honor student at the Uni
versity of Alabama in the early 1930’s.
Randall was unable to accept the vari
ous honors offered him because he could
not afford the membership dues and initi
ation fees that were often required. As a
result he decided to honor exemplery stu
dents by recognizing them in print with
no fee requirement of any kind and Who’s

Who was created.
At UNF, faculty members nominate
students based on their academic achhievement, service to the university
commmunity,leadership in extra
curricular activities and potential for
continued success
Because the directory is celebrating
its golden anniversary, this year’s edition
will feature a gold thumb index.
Students from UNF listed in the forth
coming 50th edition are:
Brenda L. Batteh, Mary E. Battenberg,
Aimee L. Boggs, Rosemarie L. Boothby,
Beverly A. Brooks, Curtis I. Caldewell,
Kimberly A. Carter, Valerie C. Clark, Su
san A. Coy, Maud E. Crosby, Judith A.
DuPont, David L. Ferrari, Wynetta
Givins, Jocelyn W. Griffo, Barbara J.
Haimowitz-Brown, Beverly C. Hake, Alex
Hail, Anne R. Havron, Lee Hunter, Mar
garet C, Johnson, Margaret A. Julian, Pa
tricia L. Kenney, Bobette S. Kiel, Donnie
F. Kreutz, Jane B, Lester, Cathy Μ.
Lococo, Herbert Luoma,' Jr., Marilyn K.
May, Sandy F. Melching, Evelyn F. Rob
bins, Joe S. Palmer, Jr., David P. Ristau,
Stephen S. Silkowski, Gail E. Smith, and
Dove S. Terrell.

SGA senate meetings schedule
Student Government Association
meetings for senators are scheduled for
the Spring term and are open to all stu
dents, faculty, administrators and staff:

March 8 (Thursday)
4:30 p.m.
Bldg. 1721/Blue Room

January 25 (Wednesday)
4:30 p.m.
Bldg. 1703/Red Room

March 21 (Wednesday)
4:30 p.m.
Bldg. 1703/Red Room

February 9 (Thursday)
4:30 p.m.
Bldg. 1315/East Hall

April 12 (Thursday)
4:30 p.m.
Bldg. 1315/East Hall

February 22 (Wednesday)
4:30 p.m.
Bldg. 1315/East Hall____________________

April 25 (Wednesday)
5:00 p.m.
Bldg. 1703/Red Room

takes reins in executive job
From page 1

fully coordinated by a matrix of commu
nity leaders in the UNF Foundation, Inc.,
prominent businessmen, fine arts profes
sionals, the department of university re
lations and the Board of Regents.
According to Teate, the department of
university relations is enjoying a “growth
spurt”, Jacksonville is in a growth spurt,
and she wants to use “all these energies,
all these ideas and all these opportunities
to put the university on the map."
Teate has already exhibited a lot of en
ergy in multiple roles. She resigned a po
sition as cultural liaison from the May
or’s Office to accept McCray’s appoint
ment. Previous positions include director
of cultural affairs for the State of Flori
da; statewide coordinator for visual arts
and museum services for the Fine Arts
Council of Florida and the National en
dowment for the Arts.
She has worked for the U.S. Depart
ment of Education with Special Arts Pro
grams, and has served as the interim di
rector for the Jacksonville Art Museum.
Recently she was appointed to a
special White House Committee on busi
ness and education partnerships.
She is also an M.B.A. candidate at the
University of North Florida. She earned
an Μ.A. in Art History from Florida State
University with a 4.0 grade point aver
age.
She then took a teacher assistanceshin
1?. i, 1CΓCΠCG, ∏ ιiy — a place she returned
to several times to study art and tour
museums.
Early in her career, her reputation for
both beauty and brains became a matter
of public concern. After being hired as
new information director of the Jackson
ville Art Museum in 1973, the Jackson
ville Journal headlined an article “Art
Museum Hires Brainy Beauty Queen.”
In 1974 she married Peter Bos, wellknown Jacksonville real estate develop

er, but they were divorced several years
later.
She has steered her career around gov
ernment. business, and art posts develop
ing contacts with some of the most nota
ble personalities in each. For example, as
early as 1975, as director of cultural af
fairs for the State of Florida, Teate
worked closely with Ira Koger, local phil
anthropist and supporter of art.
Arthur I. ("Buddy”) Jacobs, newly
elected president of the UNF Founda
tion, Inc. board credited Teate as early
as 1976 with involving him in similar art
supporting endeavors.
She espoused a philosophy that govern
ment should be involved in the arts, as
evidenced by her numerous appoint
ments on projects to bring increased
public awareness of government’s cultur
al resources.
She is an art consultant, a cultural ad
visor, an active member of the Junior
Leagues of Jacksonville, and the only
woman elected to serve on the Gator
Bowl Board. She was the 1966-67 Gator
Bowl queen.
And she writes. Her time and money
management manual, The Time of My
Life, reflects her professional and per
sonal insights on feminine priorities.
"The thrust is our calendar and check
book. [They are] pretty good indicators of
our priorities,” she said in reference to
Wime!1. ⅛⅛8 ]'<igg⅛ Careers, marriages,
professional and volunteer activities and
motherhood.
She freelances for local magazines and
print media.
The Hollander event was hardly con
cluded before she began shifting her en
ergies toward the next scheduled project,
an on-campus meeting of the Board of
Regents January 26-28.
“So much is happening,” she repeated.
One is not certain she is referring to
just UNF.
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Palmer says department is ’operating in the red’
Bv Theresa Briggs
Special to The Spinnaker

∖ccording to Dr. Merrill Palmer, Di
rector of Pine Aris at the University of
North Florida, the Fine Arts department
is " .
operating in the red."
After the governor cut out all QIP
funds (Quality Improvement Funds)
UN F has had to " . . . absorb all ex
penses within the department, including
seven faculty members," Palmer said.
T'he QIP funds, according to Palmer,
were three-fourths of the budget for fine
arts. Palmer said UN F has lost overall
approximately fifty-percent of govern
ment funding, and approximately tenpercent was cut from the Fine Arts de
partment.
Out of the operating budget of $16.000
for Fine Arts, $5,500 was allocated for
theatre performances, $1,000 for musical
performances and most of the rest of the
money went to such expenses as a $4,500
department phone bill, said Palmer.
Dr. James Thomas, theater director at
UNF, said the main reason no more than
one performance was planned for this
season was that it was seven weeks into
the fall term before the money was allo
cated. and "lead lime" is necessary for
production planning purposes.
, Most people don’t realize the work
and expense that goes into a theatrical

production, they only see the final prod
uct." said Assistant Professor in Theatre.
Elizabeth Kaier.

Volunteers needed
Kaier said student assistants are needed
to help with the production of UNF’s an
nual Shakespeare production, Mut there
wasn’t enough money to go around. Dr.
Thomas said there would be two student
assistants hired next term, but only by
cutting expenses for the production
would there be enough to pay them.
Out of $5,500 allocated to the Theatre
Department. $3,500 would go to the actual
Shakespeate production, Thomas said.
The remaining money would go to stu
dent assistants and hopefully, Thomas
said, there would be enough left over for
another, smaller production next year.
However, with the costs of materials
such as lights, scripts, costumes and set
tings, Kaier said money for an additional
performance would be slim.
Palmer said the $1,000 for musical per
formances was already gone and he
doesn’t fee! the students should have to
fund the expenses themselves.
"WeA,e had no equipment money for
two years," Palmer said, explaining that
certain equipment within the photo lab
has been broken for that long.

Athletics favored

Palmer said that the Student Govern
ment Association (SGA) has supported
UNF fine arts in previous years, but now
the university along with SGA has put
$104.000 into athletics this year.
"The university wants to attain visibil
ity through athletics,” Palmer said.
Thomas said that he believes one of
lhe university’s major problems is ". . .
promoting and marketing the school."
UNF's visual and performing arts was
reviewed by the state this year in what is
called a “Systems Wide Review.” Each
year the slate selects two areas to re
view. One of the three consultants re
viewing the areas was Dr. Archie Bufkkιns, president of the Kennedy Perform
ing Arts Center and former Chancellor of
the University of Maryland.
According to Palmer, Burkins said
UNF s Fine Arts Department was “...
something out of the cave man era.”
Fine arts building plan forgotten
Bufkins suggested to Palmer that UNF
could handle twice the students if a fine
arts building were constructed. Palmer
agreed that a fine arts building was need
ed for practice rooms, print making labs,
art rooms and various other needs.

"In 1975 the school s ∣UNF∣ first prior
ity was a fine arts bulding." Palmer said,
but added that UNF was "... business
school first.”
"Most business administrators don't
understand the one-on-one basis that is
needed between the art student and the
teacher," Palmer said, explaining that
additional space is needed and individual
instruction is expensive.
Theatre building needs attention

In referring to the administration, Thom
as said “they are penny wise and pound
foolish.” He said they spend all the mon
ey on putting up a building and forget
things like maintenance, and said that
there were some problems with the new
theatre building that need attention.
Thomas said that the QIP funds cut
this year were to be tunneled back into
lhe school budget to be used for “support
services" such as the hiring of secre
taries or new books for tne library.
Thomas explained, however, that other
universities within the state continued to
operate as usual, and UNF hired more
personnel and additional administrators.
“I don’t know where the administra
tion’s priorities lie,” Thomas said. “A lot
of us here feel the administration is indif
ferent to fine arts.”

TransCentury’s Richard
Irish to visit UNF Feb. 13
Bv Donna Bellamy
Spinnaker News Editor

Richard Irish, vice-president and co
founder of Trans('entury Corporation, a
Washington. D c. international manage
ment and consulting firm, will visit the
University of North Florida on February
13 in Theatre 14.
While here, Irish will conduct three
sessions: 10 a m. — 12 p.m.. 2 p.m. — 4
p.m. and 6 p in. — 8 p.m. The first and

third session will be drawn from his best
selling book (io Hire Yourself an Em
plover, which is aimed at new college
graduates and professionals in mid
career transition and outlines the funda
mentals of the self-directed job search.
The third session will feature his book
Ho» to live separately together
In addition to the books being used at

the sessions, Irish is also the author of II
Things Don’t impro∖e Soon. I May Ask
You to Fire Me!, of which the second edi
tion has sold 40,000 copies. In addition, he
has written numerous articles which
have appeared in the Washington Post,
Glamour, Association Management,
Woman’s Day and the Foreign Service
Journal.
For ten years Irish has held Job Clin
ics, three-day deep immersion seminars
for job changers and those in career

transition held at ten prominent universi
ties such as John Hopkins and George
town.
Also, lush has been conducting Job
Clubs for the past two years, an idea he

first used with returning Peace Corps
volunteers. The idea behind the group is
that if unemployed people look for work
together they will find jobs that are twice
as good and twice as fast than those who
look alone. The clubs have served clergy,
academics, exiling business executives
and ex-military. The self-placement rales
in a usual job club range from 60 — 80
percent.
Irish has also appeared on nationwide
television shows including the Today and
Tomorrow shows, and has appeared on
the CBS News with Dan Rather. He is a
graduate of the School of Foreign Ser
vice. Georgetown University, class of
1954, where he won the Nevils Award in

American Diplomatic history. He also at
tended Montana Institute in Zug, Switzer
land where he served as a teacher subse
quent to military service in France.
After returning to the United States,
Irish worked at the Bank of America (In
ternational) for five years. He and his
wife, Sally, joined the Peace Corps when
it was formed in the early 196θ,s and
worked as volunteers, teaching in Mmda-

By Candi Preston
Spinnaker News Editor

Club

Sir Thomas Browne said that “charity
begins at home.” But for one organiza
tion al the University of North Florida,
charity begins on campus.
Delta Sigma Pi, a co-ed, professional
business fraternity at UNF, is committed
not only to the promotion of business
studies at the university level but is also
committed to the welfare of the commu
nity as a whole, according to E. A.
Graves, student president of the organi
zation.
Since being instituted as a recognized
fraternity on campus. Della Sigma Pi has
been associated with many charitable or
ganizations in and around the Jackson
ville area, Graves said. In previous
years, he said, they have worked with the

Richard Irish will speak at UNF job placement seminar.
nao and the Philippines.
Again returning to the United States,
Irish was appointed head of Talent
Search in 1964, a special division to re
cruit key domestic and overseas staff
members for the Peace Corps.
After his service in the Peace Corps,
Irish worked for the Council for a Liv
able World as its Executive Secretary.

Easter Seal Society and Sea World. At
Sea World, coins pitched into fountains
by tourists were gathered by members of
Della Sigma Pi and donated to charity.
During the fall term, a member of Del
ta Sigma Pi brought to the chapter’s at
tention the severe medical problems of a
woman, whose lack of funds prevented
her from traveling to Boston to receive
needed medical treatments. Graves said
the pledge (initiates) class of Delta Sig
ma Pi held a Bowl-a-Thon at a local
bowling alley and raised $1200. The dona
tion was presented to the woman during
the ('hristmas break.
The largest charity drive Delta Sigma
Pi assists is the March of Dimes, said
Graves.
Two March of Dimes events are com
ing up in the near future. The week of

Presently he and his wife live in Middle
burg, Virginia.
His appearance to the university,
which is being sponsored by the Center
for Career Development, is being funded
by the Student Government Association
and is free of charge. Reservations are
welcomed but not mandatory and may
be made by calling 646-2955.

February 10, Delta Sigma Pi will be re
sponsible for the accounts of the funds
raised from the annual Mothers’ March.
On March 24 they will be registering
the participants of the annual March of
Dimes Walk-a-Thon to be held in Jack
sonville.
Social Ufe is also a part of Delta Sigma
Pi. Merpbers enjoy numerous social
events on and around campus. “We want
to be known as a well-rounded organiza
tion,” Graves said. “Social life is definite
ly a part of Delta.”
Delta Sigma Pi is conducting “rush”
(membership recruiting) activities
through January 26. The recruiting table
is located outside Bldg. 10, weather per
mitting. Prospective members needing
more information can also drop by the
office in Bldg. 10/2133.
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Three new exchange programs offered
by JU/UNF in joint cooperative effort
By Spinnaker Staff
Beginning this term, the University of
North Florida and Jacksonville Universi
ty have implemented cooperative efforts
that will bring about three separate ex
change programs.
The cooperative exchange programs
include a faculty exchange, a student ex
change and a foreign language exchange,
said Dr. William C. Merwin, UNF provost
and vice president for academic affairs.
Merwin said that based on funds allo
cated by the 1983 Florida Legislature, the
state Department of Education autho
rized a $195,000 grant for the institutions
to enhance cooperation between Jack
sonville's public and private universities.
Λll three programs have been ap
proved by both schools, Merwin said.
According to Dr. Edward Λ. Healy, in
terim dean of the college of arts and sci
ences at UNF. Dr. Thomas Leonard,
chairman and professor of history at
UNF, is teaching a course on Contempo
rary Central America at JU this term. At
the same time. Dr. John Sullivan, a JU
history professor, is conducting a course
on Contemporary Africa at UNF. Also,
David Porter, UNF associate professor
of fine arts, is teaching Intermediate
Photography at JU, while JU’s Dr. Rich
ard Miller travels to UNF to instruct a
course in Croup Dynamics.
The rationale for the faculty exchange
was developed in a proposal drafted by
the Council on lnterinstitutional Plan
ning, in which all local universities and
colleges (JU, UNF, Florida Junior Col
lege at Jacksonville and Edward Waters
College) are represented.

The proposal states, “The exchange
enhances each university’s curriculum
and provides students opportunities to
take advantage of faculty expertise not
available at each institution."
Complementing the JU/UNF faculty
exchange program are student ex
changes between the two schools, which
also began this term.
"The JU/UNF student exchange pro
gram ... allows JU students to take
courses at UNF, and UNF students to
take courses at JU, and to have these
courses treated academically as if they
were taken at the students’ parent insti
tution, rather than as transfer credits,”
the proposal continues.
In other words, a UNF student may en
roll in an approved course being taught
at JU. and the course will be counted in
the student's academic program just as
though it had been taken at UNF. The
program works the same way for JU stu
dents taking approved courses at UNF.
However, a JU or UNF student may
not take just any course from the other
institution, according to Dr. Thomas
Healy, UNF assistant vice president for
academic affairs.
Healy said JU and UNF have compiled
special course schedules that list specific
courses in which the JU/UNF exchange
students may enroll. That listing has
been incorporated into a program of
courses regularly offered at UNF. JU
has a similar listing, he added.
Students interested in participating in
the student exchange program must first
consult with their academic advisors. Af
ter gaining the advisor’s signed approval,
a student then reports to the other insti-

tut ion with required forms to enroll in
the course.
The third exchange program devel
oped between JU and UNF deals with
foreign language instruction has also
been implemented this term.
UNF currently has no full-time foreign
language instructors, said Dr. Ed Healy.
Under the JU/UNF agreement, three JU
professors are teaching courses in
French, German and Spanish at UNF, he
added.
The foreign language exchange was
prompted by actions of the Florida Leg
islature which requires all students at
tending Florida public institutions to
have at least two high school credits or
two years of college credit in the same
foreign language. The law becomes ef
fective ∖ug. 1. 1987.
Because of the law, there will be a de
mand from public schools for teachers of
foreign languages that high shool stu
dents will need for entry into state uni
versities, Dr. Ed Healy said.
He said he believes UNF will eventual
ly acquire a resident, full-time foreign
language faculty of its own, but for the
present th< foreign language exchange
between JU and UNF will be sufficient to
meet UNF's foreign language needs.
Dean Healy stressed the importance of
the cooperative efforts between the two
Jacksonville universities, FJC and Ed
ward Waters College.
it’s the first firm step for cooperation
between two universities in Jackson
ville." he said. “It’s a wise, prudent shar
ing of resources that will benefit both
students and the institutions in the long
run."

UNF s McCray
tapped for post
as consultant
By Spinnaker Staff
Curtis L. McCray, president of the Uni
versity of North Florida, has been chosen
to serve as one of three consultants to
Eastern Illinois University, a position he
sees as "a true honor."
McCray visited the Charleston campus
Jan. 16-18, along with Catherine A. Tisingger, provost and academic vice president
at Central Missouri State University, and
Joseph Cox, academic vice president at
Northern Arizona University.
While there, McCray specifically ex
amined planning documentation and line
relationships among key administrators
at EIU, particularly the budget officer
and vice president for administration.
"I cannot emphasize enough the need
lor long-range planning in American col
leges and universities,” McCray said.
"Our nation's future in higher education
depends upon anticipating changing edu
cational circumstances and having in
place detailed plans with which to re
spond to such change."
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH FLORIDA

SHUTTLE
BUS SCHEDULE
Time/Schedule

Presents

DEL SUGGS
Singer - Guitarist
HAPPY HOUR

Thursday, January 26
6-10 p.m.

* = JTA Service

UNF Shuttle times listed are departure
times from UNF Service route along
St. John's Bluff Road, stopping at
Beach Blvd. 5 minutes later, and Atlan
tic Blvd. 15 minutes later On the return,
one more stop is made at Beach Blvd.

For More Information Call 646-2525
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EDITORIAL & OPINION
Loss of TV class a mystery!
At the end of the Fall semester of 1983, a mistake occurred in a new
classroom under final preparation for the Spring program that caused
equipment to be damaged beyond ready repair and the cancellation
of the scheduled class.
It was, in fact, the new television production studio. Disgruntled stu
dents who paid for the class were forced to look for other avenues of
training to prepare them for work in this very competitive,highly
technical job marketplace. A very unhappy professor lost a class he
had been looking forward to teaching for several semesters.
What happened? Good question. No answer. None we could find,
anyhow. No one seems to know the truth. Rumor has it that the con
tractor wired the electrical outlets in a voltage incompatible to the TV
equipment. Someone was supposed to have checked before any power
was turned on. Someone was supposed to have been assured the wir
ing was okay. The equipment is supposed to have been burned out by
a power surge. No one will comment on the amount of damage.
Jack Funkhouser, director of Instructional Communications, whose
department is apparently “in charge” of the television studio equip
ment, refused comment. The professor originally scheduled to teach
the class was confused as to what happened because he had heard so
many variations on the event.
Another case of a good idea falling through the cracks of bureau
cracy.

Hollander ', coup de theatre
Is there anyone who is unaware of the public relations value of the
Hollander event?
The media, particularly the print media, gave very thorough cover
age prior to and in review of the brilliant pianist’s performance. Prac
tically every member of the fine arts community, meaning all of
North Florida, was involved in some manner. Names, those very im
portant names, those community leaders who make things happen,
were associated with the Hollander event. Hollander, himself, fulfilled
the highest expectations of his audience. It was, in short, a sort of
coup de theatre for the University of North Florida.
President Curtis L. McCray and the UNF Foundation Inc., a fund
raising organization, promise this is just the beginning of a new direc
tion, a new affiliation with Jacksonville, with Florida. The UNF Alum
ni association, and the department of university relations echo this
promise. There is a flurry of activity going on among them that indi
cates they intend to keep that promise — soon.
We like this new sense of importance. We are proud to be a part of
this entity that stimulates, motivates, activates and participates. Con
gratulations to all UNF’s leaders who made this new direction a real
ity!
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Dr. King had a dream;
Is it lost in today’s society?
Commentary
By Jim Crosby

Spinnaker Photo Editor

On .January 16, a seminar was held on campus that dealt with the dreams of Dr.
Martin Luther King, and the place those dreams have in today’s society. City Council
person Denise Lee made the comment that one of the greatest problems facing the
civil rights movement today was the growing complacency of the younger black
Americans. Ms. Lee said that she felt that because these young people have never felt
the full impact of the sanctions formerly imposed on blacks, that they do not fully ap
preciate the progress that has been made, and that they are not as dedicated to the
cause as were those in the past.
If one looks at the attitudes present today, it is easy to agree with Ms. Lee. And
not just in regard to the young black Americans Ms. Lee spoke of. It seems that today
many people are not truly concerned with any definite cause. Instead, they seem
more interested with simply getting by for themselves as best they can, with no con
cern for others. Self interest has become the overriding concern; community interest
is fast di sap nearing.
It has been said in the past that this country is truly remarkable when dealing with
a crisis. During the various wars that we have faced, Americans have pulled together
for a common cause and made great personal sacrifices. During the civil rights move
ment many people also made great personal sacrifices for the cause of human rights,
including some that gave their very lives. And yet in these times of no great crisis,
no one seems to be able to find any time for anyone but themselves. Instead of pulling
together, people are more interested in bickering among themselves and looking out
for number one. Instead of showing concern for their fellow man they are an insular
and difficult bunch. Although this country is great in a real crisis, the people of the
United States do not seem to be able to handle inconvienience. We must all have our
television, stereos, and microwave ovens no matter who is starving.
Dr. King wanted all people to be judged by their character, not thejr skin color, no
matter who they were. Dr. King was not interested in special rights for anyone; he
wanted all men to have the same chance in life. Yet today we are so tied up in fair
ness statutes and special rights for special groups that I feel that we have lost sight.
of the original purpose of the civil rights movement — equal rights for everyone.
It has been fifteen years since Dr. King was assassinated. We have made great ad
vances in many areas of human rights. Yet let us keep his original message in mind.
Let us make sure that, when a man is judged by his character, he has a character
to be judged by.

Letters to the editor----Woman expresses gratitude to the UNF police
This letter is written in regards
to the UNF Police Department
and the wonderful people who
work there.
On the evening of Dec. 22,1983,
I was on campus until 8:30 p.m. I
had parked in lot 3 near the Child
Care Center. When I got ready to
leave the campus I found the
street lights in lot 3 turned off.
I always, when I am out at
night, park in well-lit places. Γm
sure you can imagine my dismay
when I saw that lot 3 was com
pletely dark.
I went to the Police Depart

ment and, although I felt rather
silly about my fears, I requested
an officer to walk with me to my
car. To my surprise, the officer at
the desk acted as though this was
reasonably normal.
A very kind officer walked me
to my car and assured me that I
was being paranoid.
I would like to say a very
grateful “Thank-you” to the offi
cer who walked me to my car
and to all the other fine people in
the Police Department
Rebecca Baxter-Filion
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Master class
By Jim Crosby
Spinnaker Photo Editor

A hush descended over the Univer
sity of North Florida Theatre as
Lorin Hollander strode across the
stage to his piano. With a few re
marks about the origins of the piece
he was about to play, Hollander sat
down and transformed the piano
from a musical instrument into a ve
hicle to travel into the mind and soul.
As Hollander guided the audience
along the paths of Schubert’s Sonata
in B flat major, Opus posthumous,
one could sense the perspective of
Schubert as he faced a death that he
knew was fast upon him. The identifi
cation of Hollander and the audience
with the piece was so profound that,
as the music crashed to an end the
audience was briefly stricken dumb
before erupting into a standing ova
tion. Hollander was so spent from his
effort that he nearly fell, overcome
by the power of the music.
The Hollander concert, presented
by the University of North Florida
Foundation, and made possible by a
grant from the Koger Foundation, is
the first in what is hoped to be a se
ries of concerts benefiting the fine
arts program at UNF. Hollander was
a fitting opening act for the series. Af
ter sharing his views on music, music
teaching, and the philosophy of music
in a master class on Friday, January
13, the concert on the 14th was a
chance to see Hollander’s philoso
phies in action.

Alter intermission, Hollander re
turned to the stage and led the audi
ence into the quiet passages of Bach’s
Je.su, Joy of Man’s Desiring, Sleepers
Wake, and Sheep May Safely Graze,
all from various cantatas. The final
piece listed for the program, Proko
fiev’s Sonata No. 7 in B flat major,
Op. 83. was a tempestuous piece writ
ten by Prokofiev as his countrymen
were battling the Nazis during World
War II. Hollander’s performance of
this piece was outstanding, conveying
through the music the chaos and disc
chord of the war.
After a thunderous round of ap
plause, Hollander returned to the
stage and performed a total of three
encores. From Ravell to Gershwin,
this evening's performance showed
the fluidity and versatility of a mas
ter like Hollander. By the end of the
final piece, the audience knew that
they had witnessed not just music,
but magic, an enchantment woven by
a master of his art.
And indeed a form of magic it was,
for the focus of much of Hollander’s
philosophical musings deal with mu
sic as a "Path of Enlightenment.’ For
a musician such as Hollander, who
has performed with orchestras from
New York to Amsterdam, and from
Warsaw to Los Angeles, mere techni
cal perfection is expected.

Pianist Lorin Hollander visited UNF and gave selected
students a chance to learn from a master of the piano

Photos by Jim Crosby

Hollander has gone far beyond mu
sic as a technical exercise. One
senses that, if music can be a path to
Enlightenment Hollander is far be
yond the rest of us mortals.

Lorin Hollander and Anne Marie Giffin
discuss stylistic variations on Chopin

A class entranced by the master.

Lorin Hollander, musician and philosopher, instructs students at a UNF master class.

Anne G∣ff∣n,
mesmerized.
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Osprey sports
WEEKEND

Time to get out the (ski) wax
By Kathy Teague
Spinnaker Sports Editor

So you say you're feeling cheated be
cause you're suffering through North
Florida's cold weather and gray skies
without the fun of snow? Well then, the
University of North Florida’s Intramural
Department is nov, offering you a great
way to get even. The department is gear
ing up for its seventh annual ski week
end, Feb. 2-5, at Sugar Mountain, N.C.
The ski package includes the security
of insurance, hotel accommodations and
round h ip bus transportation, along with
the luxury of ski equipment, ski lift tick
ets and 1⅛ hour ski lesson sessions all for
$185. The ski lessons with professional in
structors include three divisions for nov
ice, intermediate and advanced level ski
ers.
According to Intramural Athletic Di
rector Mike Argento, the trip is definitely
worth the money. He stated "the ski-lift
tickets themselves cost about $20 to $30.
It's a great deal.”
Skiers will board the bus the evening
of Feb. 2, and will return the morning of

Feb. 5. Argento stated that spaces are
still available for the trip.
And also, the Intramural Department
has once again joined the Association of
College Unions — International (ACUÌ).
Students active in intramurals will be eli
gible to take part in ACU-Γs annual
competition Feb. 23-26 in Miami.
UN F is in Region Six of the association
along with other universities from
throughout Alabama, Georgia, Mississip
pi and Florida. Argento stated that “We
have participated in these before and
have come away with trophies. It’s good
to go up against other schools like the
University of Florida, Florida State and
Auburn, and come out winners.” In fact.
UNF’s prowess in intramurals can be
seen in the trophy cases in Building Two.
According to Argento, UNF has many
talented students “especially in chess
and bowling,” but for right now he is try
ing to recruit five individuals for a bowl
ing team, two individuals for a chess
team and two for a Ping-Pong team.

VNF’s sluggish’ athletics: is 4-γear status the answer?
By John Carter
Special to The Spinnaker

Athletic facilities at UNF amount to
little more than a small shower-locker
room, a few outdoor tennis and racquet
ball courts and a “multi-purpose field” —
a crudely cleared patch of land in a vast
expanse of pines and palmettos.
Why?
Does the fact that UNF has been an
upper-division institution with a typically
high proportion of night and older stu
dents explain its sluggishness in expand
ing athletics? Is the administration at
fault? Are there plans for developing ath
letics at the school now that it has ac
quired four-year status?
“This school’s first administration
spent their time and expertise expanding
our physical facilities for academics,”
said Bruce Grimes, director of UNF’s
newly-formed athletic department. “I
can understand that. I think we have a
good reputation as being strong academ
ically because of that. But looking back,
I think we could have started sooner” to
expand athletics, Grimes said.

“I’ve always remembered a quote
from the president of Memphis State
University, which has a student body of
about 25,000. He said, ‘Academics is the
most important thing we do on campus.
The most important auxiliary thing we
do is athletics.’
“If you think about it, that’s really say
ing an awful lot,” continued Grimes. “But
I think in terms of the ability of faculty,
students and the public to identify with a
university — and that means alumni sup
port and the like — athletics just can’t be
underestimated.”
But the athletic director said he does
n’t blame the administration alone. He
said the fact that UNF was an upper
division, “commuter campus” had a lot
to do with the lack of emphasis on estab
lishing anything more than a token ath
letic program.
“I think having a lower division is just
essential to university athletics,” he said.
“With freshmen and sophomores and oncampus housing we’ll have a completely
different complexion — different atti

tudes. Without those things we generally
had older, working students who would
go to class and then go right home. But
when younger students begin staying on
campus more, they're going to expect
athletics."
But Mike Argento. UNF intramural di
rector, doesn’t think UNF had to wait for
a lower division to expand athletics.
“Florida International University
opened its doors in Miami about the
same time as UNF,” Argento said. “They
were upper division too, but it didn't stop
them from developing a very active ath
letic program. With administration back
ing they developed viable programs in
soccer, basketball, tennis and golf. And I
believe that’s resulted in a much healthi
er general attitude among faculty and
students at that campus.”
Argento said UNF is far behind the
other eight state universities in athletics,
and he blames UNF’s first administra
tion. "Athletics just weren’t a concern of
the old leadership,” he insists. “Now we
have new leadership, and we’re seeing a
new direction for sports that’s long over
due."
That new direction has resulted in two
UNF teams competing in intercollegiate
athletics for the first time this year. Both
the UNF tennis and cross country teams
enjoyed moderate success in the NAIA
division.
“I’d really like to see a good field
house with adequate weight training fa
cilities at UNF,” said Bob Symons, UNF

track coach. "And of course as track
coach Γd like UNF to build a regulation
track and everything that goes with it.
But there are many, many state regula
tions to comply with. There are many
steps to take and the school’s doing ev
erything it can in the proper sequence to
get the facilities we need.
“But, I must say,” he continued, “I’ve
been involved in programs elsewhere
where they’ve built too soon, made elab
orate preparations and then couldn’t field
teams to complete those programs.
You’ve got to have the teams, the student
body, the spectators before you build. I
think the program here is evolving in a

But UNF is planning to build, and soon.
By 1988 UNF will have “the finest athlet
ic complex in Jacksonville,” according to
Argento.
Plans call for an olympic-size swim
ming pool — possibly with enclosure — a
full-size gymnasium, baseball and soft
ball fields and several more tennis
courts.
"We have the planning money now for
the gym and the pool. “We're going back
to the Legislature to ask for construction
money, so we may get those in '84-'85. If
we do we're going to ask for a regulation
track and the baseball fields for '85-'86."
"With this new admininstration behind
us we’re going to rapidly become a more
typical university, in all areas — espe
cially athletics," said Argento.
"We've just got to stop this lip service
and get the programs,” said Argento. “Or
what will it all mean?”
More than a clearing in the woods,
some hope.

much more positive way,” said Symons.
Argento doesn’t see it quite that way.
“To a very large degree, I think facil
ities dictate programs,” Argento said.
"Whether you're talking about academics
or athletics, I think that’s true. You sure
as heck can’t have a football program un
less you have the facilities first. I think
that’s obvious."
"With our cross country and tennis
programs we’re off to a good start with
athletics at UNF," said Grimes. "We’re
building, and that’s important. I believe
the sports program will enhance the
campus and serve as a vehicle by which
students, parents and alumni can identify
with the university. But, he added,
"sports are not only essential for the de
velopment of the university, but for the
development of the individual.”
Grimes’ response to the issue was
more succinct. “Well, you sure can’t say
we built too fast,” he said, seemingly
tongue-in-cheek.
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For Beginners 8 weeks $25.
Start Monday, January 30 7:15-8:30 pm

For Intermediates 8 weeks $25.
Start Monday, January 16

Catch the Fever for fun & fitness
Ladies

Men

Children

Contemporary Dance Theatre
6565 Ft. Caroline Rd.
To register or for information call

Kay Evans, instructor 743-1885
Florida Crown Cloggers
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UNF Black Student Union hosts seminar
commemorating Dr. Martin Luther King
By .lim Crosby
Spinnaker Photo Editor

In 1he fifteen years since Dr. Martin
Luther King’s death, black .Americans
have marie definite progress in the fulfill
ment of King's dream, according to Sen.
Arnett Girardeau.
This remark was made by Girardeau
as he spoke to approximately 70 people
gathered on campus January 16 in the
Rldg. 9 auditorium for a seminar titled
Hoir Jar from reality is Dr King's dream
of equalitif?

The panel gathered for this seminar in
cluded Girardeau. City Councilman War
ren Jones. City Councilperson Denise
Lee. City Councilman Don Gaffney. Dr.
Eddie L Collins. UNE assistant professor
of sociology and social welfare, and Dr.
R. G rann Lloyd, chairperson of UNF’s di
vision of studies in economics and busi
ness.

The seminar, sponsored by the Rlack
Student Union at UNE. featured brief ad
dresses b; each of the featured guests
followed by a question-and-answer peri
od According to Tyrone Thomas. Vice
President of the Rlack Student Union.
1984 is the first year for this program at
UNE Thomas added the Rlack Student
Union hopes that this will become a regu
lar program on campus, and that the
Rlack Student Union hopes to encourage
political involvement by black UNE stu
dents
In his address. Girardeau spoke posi
tively about the advances that had been
made by black Americans. According to
Girardeau. King has become a symbol
for many people, black and white, who
are dedicated to the cause of equalil^Al
though Girardeau stated that he believes
that "equally is still a thing we are
grasping for", he feels that "we are about
two generations away from that equali

ty"
Councilperson Lee added to Girar
deau's remarks, saying although many
people active in the quest for equality
never met King, people should still pur
sue his goals. Ms. Lee added that one of
the greatest stumbling blocks in the way
of progress is the growing complacency
of many of the younger black Americans.
Ms Lee stated that she feels this may be
due to these younger people not having
felt the economic restrictions placed on
bla< k Americans in the past

The tone for much of the seminar was
set by Lloyd, when he said, "No matter
who we are, we must do what we can."
Lloyd continued, saying not everyone
was involved in the marches and protests
of the past, but functioned in whatever
capacity they could. Lloyd said that atti
tude must continue for equality to be
come a reality.

Immediate changes' in programming seen
as result of Student Life Center s opening
By Sandy Miller
Special to The Spinnaker

With the recent dedication of the Stu
dent Life Center at the University of
North Florida. "there will be many im
mediate changes in (student activity)
programming," said Don Thibault,
director of campus life and housing.
"More recreation, seminars, movies
and relaxing areas are just a few of the
new plans," he said.
The Student Life Center “will help en
hance the interaction between students
and professionals," according to B.,J.
Haimowitz-Brown. president of UNF’s
Student Government Association.
The center will remain UNF’s primary
site for conferences, continuing educa
tion and other programs for the present,
she said.
"It's such an exciting time for us here
— the dreams of yesterday are becoming
the realities of today,” said HaimowitzBrown.
"We're a commuter university now,
but in a short while, we’ll be a major re
gional, four-year, residential institution,"
said Dr. Sandra Hansford, dean of stu
dent affairs.
Under a plan recently approved by the
Elorida Board of Regents, UNF will be
gin enrolling freshmen students in Au
gust, 1984. Approximately 375 students
are expected to be in the first freshman
class.
To accomodate both the current and
new students, a modern, apartment-style

student housing complex is expected to
open in August, 1985, making UNE’s 24hour student body a reality, Hansford
said
"We re putting in place the spaces, pro
grams and people that will focus on our
entire student body, from freshmen to
our future residential students," said
Hansford.
"Were creating a beautiful blend of
campus, stud∙∙ ∣ and community activi
ties on a very attractive lakeside set
ting.” she added.
"Our dedication of the Student Life
(’enter is just the beginning,” she said.
Tn our 10-year history, the average stu
dent age of our students has been about
30. The focus for their social life has been
in the community. However, in the past
two years, we have been having more
and more events on campus.”
"We’re now focusing on putting in
place the vehicles to provide a complete
student life for a four-year, residential
university." Hansford said.
R. William Munson, Jr., UNE’s director
of physical planning, said the residence
facility is planned to house approximate
ly 440 students in 100 one-bedrom apar
tments for two students each and 60 twobedroom apartments for three to four
students each.
"We’re striving for a residential feel
ing. verv contemporary, as opposed to an
academic feeling," Munson said
Student housing will be located across
from the Student Life Center, overlook

ing Candy Cane Lake.
Munson said an architect will be ap
pointed in January .
A $6.5 million gymnasium at the other
end of the campus has been authorized
and funded for planning by the Elorida
Legislature. Included in the gym will be
a varsity basketball court surrounded by
3.000-5,000 seats, three practice courts, a
dance studio, classrooms, offices and a
weight training room.
An enclosed, Olympic-sized swimming
pool is anticipated to be built in conjunc
tion with the gym, Munson said.
"These are two absolutes (the gym
and swimming pool) that are coming,”
Munson said.
Expansion of the Student Life Center
will be a subsequent priority, Munson
said. Beside housing the Student Govern
ment Association, the enlarged center al
so will include offices for campus clubs
and organizations, more meeting rooms,a
health-care facility, the campus book
store and student service offices. Re
creational areas also are planned for the
facility.
The expansion is expected to trans
form the center from its current single
story structure to three-stories that ex
tends out "to embrace the existing Stu
dent Life Center and overlook the lake,”
Hansford said.
“One can see that the dedication of the
Student Life Center is only the beginning
— we re getting into place the seeds to
serve those 24 hour students totally,”
Hansford said.

By Emily Campbell
Spinnaker Columnist
A big welcome to Dr. Enrique Moreno,
Fulbright professor from Mexico who is
teaching Modem Mexico and also Latin
American Social Movements in our histo
ry department. Moreno is from Guadala
jara University. He will address the Phi
Alpha Theta meeting on Monday, Febru
ary 6, in Bldg. 14 at 7:30 p.m. on "Cross
Cultural Differences Between Anglo
Saxons and Latins.” Everybody is wel
come . . . other news from this same de
partment follows . . . Dr. John Maraldo,
associate proessor of philosophy, is in
Hawaii attending the Second Internation
al East-West Religion Conference in
Honolulu, and is presenting his paper on
"Action vs. Substance: Paradigms of Self
in Japaneses and Western Thought” . . .
Dr. Thomas Μ. Leonard, chairperson of
the department of history, and professor
of history, was getting ready (because of
an in-house grant) to go to Washington,
D. ( . to begin research on U.S. —Central
American relations . . . Everybody over
in mathematical sciences was so glad to
have Dr. Marsha Jones, associate profes
sor of mathematical sciences, back at
work. She was not available for inter
views, but we’H catch up with her sooner
or lateι . We did catch up wdh Dr. Wil
liam Caldwell, chairperson of the
deparment of mathematical sciences
and professor, and he is back in his rou
tine including his hobby of renovating
sport cars. Looking wonderful, he told us
two stories relative to his accident (ine:
he asked a friend to retrieve his briefase.
The friend was told "Look at his car —
he’ll never need it [briefcase] again.’ The
other: you ask him . . Nearby, was the
office of Dr. Richard Bizot, professor oi
English, and well known for his interest
in Orwell’s 1984 So much has been writ
ten by the press, but we suggest you go
by Rldg. 8, Room 2645 and read the car
toon on his door
Dr. Satya Pachori,
associate professor of English, recently
gave a paner in Calcutta India . . . Down
stairs and into Bldg. Three, we found
Jack Funkhouser, director of the instruc
tional communications center and associ
ate professor of music. His schedule,
lacked on his door, read “Lecture at the
University of Florida on Form in Music
for the humanities department. “It’s
nothing new,” he said, “I do it two or
three times a semester.” . . . Coming out
of there, Ms. Cynthia Valentine, media
center, library, crossed our path. “Yes,
we [media center] moved over Christmas
to the first ∏oor. Γm very happy there,
but people are still looking for us in our
former location,” she said. Valentine
sang at the "Wednesday Happening” at
the Riverside Presbyterian Church re
cently. Watch for her at the next Arthur
Bloomer concert by the lake . . . Dr.
See JOTTINGS, page 11

Fieldhouse
Winter hours
Mon. — Thurs. 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Eri. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Sat. 9 a m. to 4 p.m.
Closed Sunday
Reservations suggested for
Tennis and racquetball courts
On weekends.
Phone 646 2853
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History professor specialist in Jacksonville’s past
riched. "Almost all of our students will
live into the 21st century," he says. "We
all need preparation to accept or appre
ciate the changes that are taking place.
At the same time, we need to maintain
our values in order to live and cope with
the world in which we live. Sometimes
we change our values, so part of educa
tion is to question them. If they hold firm,
we should maintain them."

By Emily Campbell
Spinnaker Staff Writer
Dr. James B. Crooks, professor of his
tory at UNF, has just submitted what he
calls the first leg of his 20th century of
Jacksonville, Florida, to the “Florida His
torical Quarterly”. This is the leading
journal of Florida history and is pub
lished by the Florida Historical Society.
The lime span of this pa rtιcular paper
is from 1901 to the first World War. It
should be of interest to the average citi
zen, he says, because "it will help us un
derstand what this city was like and how
it has changed over the years to become
what it now is.”

“In the north there were many ethnic
groups, at the time, but in the south there
were only two major ethnic groups —
white Anglo and black African.”

Beginning with the fire in May 1901, he
describes the rebuilding and growth of
the city including that of me population
(with blacks in the majority and an elite
white group of less than 5 percent in con
tro. of the wealth and power); expanding
suburbs; new public buildings (including
the Andrew Carnegie Library); econom
ic growth in banking, trade and transpor
tation; development of health, education
and human services; popular culture;
and race relations.

Faculty
profile
Il 1$ the research he did In lhe race re
lations of that period that is most rele
vani lo him "In the north there were
many ethnic groups, al the lime, but in
the south there were only two major eth
nιc groups — while Anglo and black Af∏
cans,” he explained "Despite segrega
lion in educational opportunities, enter
lain men I residence, etc and
discrimination in so many thι∏g, mciud
ιng lhe exclusion from voting, 1 dιscov
ered that nevertheless, black Jackson
ville people were building their own com
munιly. and had a varied civic life of
then own Outstanding was the numbeι
of their churches — out of 83 in the city
in 1901, two thirds of them were black
Over lhe decade lhe number of lodges,
mutual aid societies, private schools (in
eluding Edward Waters): also teachers
physicians, lawyers, and small businesses
increased in number although not greatly
In September, of this year, he will go
on sabbatical leave for nine months when
he expects to finish his next leg up to the
second World War period.
"1 m trying to bridge the two worlds in
my research of Jacksonville history”, he
says "Here is a city in the 20lh century
that has grown from a population of
27,000 in 1900 to almost 600,000 in 1980.
What does that mean for the people, the
institutions, the government, the church
es, the hospitals and the Chamber of
Commerce9” he asks.
Because Jacksonville is a sunbelt city
that has been growing rapidly, especially
in the past twenty years, whereas north
ern cities have remained stagnant in the
same period of lime, Crooks says we
have a choice — “we can follow the
northern cities or we can become more
enlightened in terms of race relations
and quably of life.” He thinks we can de
velop into a city comparable with the
great ones of Europe such as London,
Paris, Rome, Vienna, etc. “Mayor Jake
Godbold is going in the right direction,”
he added.
Crooks initialed and was first presi
dent of the Roundtable for Jacksonville
History which promoted research, writ
ing and teaching and the preservation of
historical artifacts relating to the city of
Jacksonville. He has also assisted Duval
County elementary social studies teach
ers in classroom resource on local histo
ryCrooks hasn’t always been a history
professor. Before he graduated from

Photo bv Jim Cπmby. Photo editor

Dr Crooks, local historian studies 2Oth century Jax
Yale University he served in the U S Ar
my for lwυ year: Later he worked as a
gr>>up pension underwriter for an insur
ance company "1 would read current
American history books on my lunch
hou- An American history teacher in
high school made il cóme alive lυ me.
Wnen I suddenly realized that what I was
doing as a hobby was more interesting

than my job. 1 welll back lo school and
gol my master’s and Ph D in history al
Johns Hopkins University. Γve never re
gretted the change," he said
Crooks wants to help students under
stand the past in all its richness in order
lυ understand the present — not just in
politics, bul social, economic and cultural
aspects so that their lives will be en

Crooks has been a visiting lecturer in
American and British history to students
al University College, Dublin, Ireland.
They loved American history, he said.
He has also taught college instructors
American history at the American Stud
ies Research Center in Hyderabad, India.
When asked to compare students, he
declined "There is no comparison. Every
system should meet the needs of its stu
dents. Hopefully, a graduate of any coun
try is roughly comparable in his or her
abilities. We’re in a world of mobility. Ev
ery education should prepare a person to
live and work in the world. 1 tell my stu
dents when they come here from FJC
(Florida Junior College) that it may be
harder here, but that it’s intentional. A
U N F degree should be able to compete
with any college graduate in the south
east "
( rooks and his wilt Laura, have two
teenagers
Mrs Crooks is also In lhe education
field She has her master’s in deaf educa
tion from UN F and is Program Repre
sentallve for Early Childhood for the
Handicapped in the Duval <⅛Unty School
System
Both art active in lhelr < hurch.
pa,.ιcularly in outreach activities and uro
grams with Pine Forest (south Jackson
,lile) and Mutual Missions in Jamaica

The University of North Florida
Theatre Arts Program
announces
OPEN AUDITIONS
for
William Shakespeare’s Comedy
AS YOU LIKE IT
Monday January 30
7:30 PM
Tuesday January 31 Theatre 14 Annex
Open to the general public.
Experience not necessary.
Backstage help also needed.

Call the UNF Department of Fine Arts
s 646-2960 for information and scripts,

z>
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What would the Surgeon General think:
UNF can be hazardous to your health
By Shannon Cotton
Spinnaker Staff Writer

Yes, yes it is 1984 and although we
don’t have Big Brother to worry about,
we do have plenty to be concerned about.
One major issue of the 80’s is health and
we would like to take this opportunity to
alert you to the conditions hazardous to
your wed bmng at the University of
North Florida. The following are condi
tions that may have already affected you
in your career at UNE.
Parking Lot Vertigo — This is a dizzi
ness which comes from the constant cir
cling of parking lots searching for the
elusive empty space. The most severe
cases have stemmed from parking lots
numbers 1 and 2 where a driver can
spend days locked in a figure-eight pat
tern.
Rat In Maze Syndrome — This ailment
is also known as Building Vertigo. Espe
cially prevalent in new students, this syn
drome consists of a confused state which
eliminates all sense of direction. Caused
by the rounded corners and no apparent
design to the numerical order of class
rooms in various buildings, RIM Syn
drome dominates during the first two
weeks of any given semester. Perhaps
leaving a trail of breadcrumbs behind
would help? We suggest the bookstore
consider stocking loaves of bread before
next fall when the freshmen arrive.
Schedule Phobia — You make out your
class schedule, after the twentieth revi
sion you iιnally nave it au worκeα out.

You get to come to campus every day of
the week and what’s better is your first
class starts at 8:00 a.m. and your last
class ends at 10:00 p.m. The dread that
comes when you realize that in order to
graduate before the turn of the century
you must consult the class schedule at
least one more time is known as schedule
phobia.
Room Number Anxiety — A confused
state stemming from the constant chang
ing of classrooms without prior notice
from anyone. Who hasn’t gone to their
scheduled classroom only to find that the
class is being held elsewhere? Some
lucky ones get a green marker on typing
paper sign on their door telling where the
new location is. Some get the word via a
3X5 inch note card with the new loca
tion scribbled in ink. Others aren’t so for
tunate. Some examples: The classes
scheduled in Bldg. 3, room 2301 are actu
ally being held in room 2311. Several
∕llnCCAi' OΓ>t⅛ZS*4 ∙ ∙ 1 ^
ΠiJ Λ .
. . .. . L .
¿vucumcu i uι mug. ¿ are now υeιng held in Bldg. 10. Our guess is that
there is a method to this madness, how
ever, Einstein would be put to task to fig
ure it out.
Florida Frostbite — This discomfort is
caused by exposure to temperatures be
low 70 degrees Fahrenheit for periods of
time over 10 minutes. Complaints of this
condition peak during the first week of
school during spring semester when stu
dents are standing in line to pay tuition.
Sure , this is Florida where the climate is
always temperate. So take advantage of

it and enjoy your wait in the outdoors.
Besides, a windburn is almost indistin
guishable from a sunburn in its early
stages.
Classroom Chagrin — This malady is
the number one cause of Room Num ■
ber Anxiety. You go to your assigned
room number, sit halfway through the
class and realize that this isn’t Zen Medi
tation after all. Now you know why your
name was not on the roll. Embarrassed,
you leave, only to face more distress

when you walk into your correct class
room thirty minutes late.
Door Derangement — This state of
mind is caused by the ever changing en
trance and exit doors of the bookstore.
Just because you entered through a cer
tain door on Tuesday does not mean you
will do so again on Wednesday. So relax,
you aren’t losing your mind after all, but
be sure to read the signs on the doors.
S!"t!C"i,S Sprèâu - This is the unpopu
lar result of sitting for long periods of
time and is especially common in stu
dents with one or more night classes
from 7:30 — 10:00 p.m. A cure for this is
to go the library and undertake a major
research project. The constant running
up and down the stairs to go from the
card catalog to the books on the fourth
floor, the periodicals on the third floor,
and the media resources on the first floor
should alleviate any acquired spread and
build up terrific leg muscles.

Dale Clifford, associate professor of his
tory on loan as director of lower division
for our incoming freshman class this Sep
tember, passed by us and said, “I’m a
sucker for Girl Scout cookies and don’t
know anybody selling them. Put this in
your column.” . . . Dr. Sandra Hansford,
dean of students, hurried by and said,
“We’ve got all kinds of scholarships for
our freshmen class-to-be. We’re excited.”
. . . Ms. Kathleen Bloom, assistant pro
fessor of nursing, sat in her office with
the door open, when we passed, and ad
mitted she has an article to be published
in the J()GN (Journal of Gynecologic and
Neonatal Nursing) on assisting unpre
pared women in labor. “Fifty to 75 per
cent of pregnant women have not had
any child birth preparation classes. This
article deals with how nurses can help
these women cope with their labor and
reduce pain,” she said. This semester,
she is teaching “Nursing Research anbd
Nursing Therapeutics.” Her husband is in
the Navy and stationed at Mayport. She's
been at UNF since the Fall of '83 and her
master's is from the University of Ha
waii. Her hobbies are needlepoint, direct
ing a church choir, and three children,
ages 15, 8, and 6. She has also taught at
FJ(
Dr. James Thomas, associate
professor of theater arts, will present a
paper titled “Konstantin Stanislavsky
and Wiliam James, a study of the psy
chology of acting, for Ohio State Univer
sity Theatre Conference in April. Mean
while, he advises, there will be tryouts
for "As You Like It” here at UNF . . .
Dr. Lynne Schwab, associate professor of
education, was on radio three times this
month. Twice, she shared information
about the “children’s international sum
mer village” whose purpose is to foster
peace in the world. She also interviewed
three psychics about this new years. “It’s
a good time to find the child in each of
us,” she said. “Meditation and inner un
derstanding by playing and being sponta
neous and creative,” she added. Schwab
is asking any child or adult whowould
like to participate in the U.S. or abroad
this summer of '84 in “International Sum
mer Village” to contact her at 646-2952
. . . Dr. Travis Carter, teaching psycholo
gy courses after several years as direc
tor of counseling services, presented a
workshop on stress management for
church ministes at Epworth by the Sea,
St. Simon’s Island, January 16-18. The
workshop is sponsored by the Southern
Advent Christian Association and in
cludes the southeastern region of the
country. Dr. Jack Netcher, chairperson
of the division of human services and
professor of education, just received a
piacque in appreciation for his services
to St. Johns River Hospital's consulting
board, 1982-83 . . . Dr. Dawn Bennett
Alexander, associate professor of busi
ness administration, is happy with her
grant for a feasibility study for uniform
guide lines for marriage dissolution set
tlements in Florida. “We need this,” she
said. Bennett-Alexander is teaching busi
ness law at the undergraduate level and
employment law at the graduate level
this semester. She also does communitv
volunteer work with Girls Clubs of
Jacksonville. ‘These are elementary
through the teen ages. We teach them
leadership through role models,” she
said. Her own children are five and three.
She is also secretary of the board of dirctors for the Consumer Crdit Coιfhseling
Service and chairs the Personnell Com
mittee of that organization . . . Thank
you, Dr. Curtis McCray, president, for be
ing instrumental in bringing us the beau
tiful Lorin Hollander concert with the
double benefit — us and the Fine Arts
Department at UNF.
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I clove garlic, minced.
2 large bell peppers, seeded and cut into
strips.
2 tsp. curry powder.
2 tsp. ground red chili pepper.
*2 c. coconut milk.
2 medium potatoes, peeled and sliced.

By Rebecca Baxter-Filion
Spinnaker Columnist

For this issue I have something very
special. This recipe, Coconut Chicken,
came out of the Black African Cookbook
which was lent to me by Arva Leath, an
advisor in the College of Arts and Sci
ences.
Monica Bayley, author of the Black Af
rican Cookbook, traveled across Uganda,
Tanzania, Ghana and Senezal collecting
various authentic African recipes.
I thought the Coconut Chicken sounded
like an interesting change for chicken; I
was right. It is a delicious meal with a
unique and pleasing flavor. I hope you
will enjoy it!
COCONUT CHICKEN

I
1
2
2
2
3

chicken, cut into serving pieces.
whole onion stuck with two cloves.
tsp. salt.
tsp. oil.
medium onions, sliced.
tomatoes, peeled and chopped.

Put chicken in a dutch oven and cover
with water. Add whole onion with cloves.
Cover and simmer until nearly tender.
Put oil in a large frying pan and saute on
ions, tomatoes, garlic and peppers until
tender. Add curry powder and red pep
per.
When chicken is ready, lift out the
pieces and fry with the sauteed mixture
for 5 minutes. Put sauteed ingredients in
to the dutch oven with the broth and add
one cup of coconut milk. Cover and sim
mer gently for 20 minutes. Add remain
ing coconut milk and potatoes and sim
mer another 20 minutes. When ready to
serve, pul chicken pieces on a platter.
Mash the vegetables in the liquid. Stir
thoroughly and put this sauce into a
seperate serving bowl.
Serve m soup bowls with oven-toasted
bread to dip into the sauce.
*Coconut milk made with packaged
coconut: Put 1 (3⅛oz ) package (1½
cups) of coconut into a bowl. Pour 3 cups
of milk over the coconut.
Refrigerate overnight.
Drain off the milk; put coconut in a
strainer and press remaining milk out.
Discard coconut. This makes about 2⅛
cups of coconut milk.

Clubs, societies, etc.
p.m. in Theatre 14, East Lecture Hall.
Phi Alpha Theta, the UNF history socie
ty, is sponsoring the event. Moreno is
currently teaching Modern American So
cial Movement and Modern Mexico at
UNF. For more information contact the
department of history at 646-2880.

Student Criminal Justice Assn, sponsors
contest
The newly-formed Student Criminal
Justice Assocation announces an open
contest for its logo design. A $25 prize
will be awarded to the person whose logo
is used by the organization. Rules of the
contest are as follows: Black and white
drawing to include words University of
North Florida SCJA. Logo should be 8
inches by 10 inches on poster board. The
decision of the judges is final. Please sub
mit entries to the criminal justice depart
ment, building 11. The deadline for sub
mitting entries is Feb. 3. In addition, the
organization is also recruiting new mem
bers. All persons interested in criminal
justice should contact Dr. Chris Rasche,
Chairman of Criminal Justice.

PTK to hold Valentine Party for Spina
Bifida
Attention Phi Theta Kappans: Hope
everyone enjoyed the punch, wine and
cheese party! Our next chapter meeting
will be on Saturday, February 18th. Don't
forget to keep bringing unwanted papers
to our meetings for our paper drive. Up
coming events for February include a
Spina Bifida Valentine Party and a
UNF∕FJ( PTK Social. Call 725-1829 for
details. PTK hugs, Margie Q Prez. 83-84.

Moreno to speak on cross-cultural differ
ences
Dr. Enrique Moreno, a Fullbright
scholar and professor at UNF, will speak
on Cross-cultural differences between
Anglo-Saxon and Latins on Feb. 6 at 7:30

Classified Ads

Journalism Club to have meeting
'The UNF Journalism Club will meet
on Tuesday,.! anuary 31 starting at 12:30
p.m. It will be held in the Blue Room lo
cated in the Student Life Center.

DISNEY AUDITION TOUR’84
TWO EXCITING ENTERTAINMENT EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

PRIVATE TUTORING FOR BUSINESS
MATH by a graduate student. Call Mehdi
at 725-2538 or leave a message at 646-2471.
WANTED: COSTUME SHOP ASSIS
TANT. Sewing experience. 20 hrs/wk
minimum wage. Call Ms. Kaier at Cos
tume shop 646-2635 or stop by Theatre
Annex on campus.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING. Papers, re
ports, theses. Pick up and deliver. Your
choice of type, style, $1.00 page, $1.25 edit
ed. Call 241-4616.
PHOTO EQUIPMENT. Beseler 23 C En
larger w∕ Nikon 50 mm lens, EPI 2001
timer, plus complete miscellaneous dark
room accessories. $450 for complete set
up or best offer. Call 641-0707 or 241-3664
and leave your name and phone number.

1

WANTED: Persons for fashion and fig
ure modeling for photo project. Call
641-4657. David Toole.
WANTED: Used photographic equip
ment, (Bronica ETR-S Camera bodies &
lenses, Mayima R.B 67 Pro-S Camera
bodies & lenses, Nikon Camera bodies &
lenses,) light meters, flash units, filters,
and tripods. Call 641-4657. David Toole.

TYPING “The Perfect Page”, You
scratch it we type it. Let us care for all
your typing needs. Term papers, letters,
etc. Lon Sistrunk, 731-4894, Lisa Hatcher,
737-5579.
WANTED: FEMALE TO SHARE with
same. 2 bed/2 bath apt. near UNF &
beach. Half rent and utilities-call 641-7886
ask for Pegi, if no answer keep trying.

FREE TO GOOD HOME two adult cats,
tiger and calico. Good health. Nutered,
spayed, and declawed. New wife allergic.
731-0010 after 6 p.m.

74 VW BEETLE, one owner, low mile
age, well maintained, good tires, $2,400
285-6051.

EXPERT TYPING. Careful attention to
spelling, grammar, punctuation. Near
I-95 and University Blvd. Call 737-5784.

TYPING. REASONABLE RATES!
Please call 646-2610 on MON-THURS
from 9 a.m. until 2 p.m. Ask for Linda.

The WALT DISNEY WORLD® Vacation Kingdom near Orlando,

Florida, is seeking professional Singers, Dancers and Musical Theatre
Actors/Actresses Most positions are for full, oι^,year contracts witfi
some summer seasonal employment also available Sorry, no
professional instrumentalist auditions

2 The WALT DISNEY WORLD Vacation Kingdom and
DISNEYLAND® (located in Anaheim. California) are forming a 22-

member All American College Marching Band for each Park. plus, a
40-r. ember All AmericanCollege S. d"u .i Orchestra to perform at
EPCOT Center These positions are For summer-long employment
beginning June 4 and concluding on August 18.

AUDITION REQUIREMENTS ALL AUDITIONEES
•

Must be 18 years of age by June 1.1984

•

Must bring a current resume and photograph

•

Must show movement ability

AUDITION SITES

ORLANDO, FLORIDA February 2.1984

TALENT AUDITION:

Tupperware Convention Center

COLLEGE MUSICIANS:

U.S. Hwy 441 & 17-92

Expo Center

(South Orange Blossom Trail)

500 West Livingston Street

5 Miles South of Florida Turnpike

Audition call: 10 am-5 p m

Near Kissimmee

Audition call Females -10 am
Males - 2 p.m
Join the World’ leaders in family entertainment! For additional audition
requirements or if you need further information, please call or write "Disney

YOUNG LIFE
VOLUNTEERS
NEEDED
We are looking for
volunteers in the Jacksonville
community. If you are a
Christian and interested in
getting involved with
Young Life, call 358-2295.

Audition Tour 84." Entertainment Division, P0 Box 40. Lake Buena Vista FL
32830,(305)824-5478,(Monday-Frιdayonly,¾uuam to4 00pm EST∣

Walt ∣^)isney World.
An equal opportunity employer.

NOW OPEN

LONGFELLOW’S
SUBS & RIDERS
1257 S. 3rd St.
uαcr∖□uι i V111 Xi u*κ>αv√∣ ∣

“A TOTALLY NEW
EXPERIENCE IN
SANDWICHERY”

